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ABSTRACT

The/ Minerva district is on the. west slope of the Snake Range* in 
eastern. ITevada, near -the Utah "border* ScJae elite occurs in ore shoots 
in quartz veins that cut through limestone of Middle Cambrian age*. ; Thai 
only igneous rocks exposed in the area, are dikes and sills of rhyolite* 
younger than the tungsten deposits*' Of the seven veins known, five have* 
"been productive! and two of these are responsible for most of the disr 
trfcfc yield* Sine* the discovery of tungsten in 1915 until 1944* the?

yielded, 82*000 units of W0g» sold for approximately $1-»72 
for about $63*000; worth produced, in, 1916-18r the major produo%iQJt 

has "been, sines 1936. The average: grade of ore has been nearly; 1 percent 
of tfOS* vlth a range from 0.5 percent to 2*0 percent; or more«r The qtt^xt 
veina are aa much as 30 feet in widthr Tmt the: maTrtnmiE width of ore hate 
"been oin^r 10 f eet» and the average nearer? to & feet*

which> strike east and d£jp northr are offset "by many 
, mineral-normal fault s -with., di splacement s as great as ,400 feet*. These? 
faults i^isrupt ore* shoots that were formerly continuous for pitch lengths 
od£ 30(1 JEfeei* or more*

(Si properties of Tungsteni Hetaiiaf Corpv* resjerves with 0*5 percent 
or* more of #0$ were estimated, in, collaboration, with the Bureau, of Mines 
on December l t 1943, at l»20a tons- of measured or© containing 900 units 
of W03r 15*320 tons of indicated ore containing- 11,705 units^ and 
53,900 tons of inferred ore containing* 42,195 units* Reserves with a 
grade less than 0*5 percent of W03 amount to 9,000- tons1 of indicated ore 
containing 3,600. units* Reserves at other properties in the district 
were estimated at 400 t'ons of indicated, ore containing 400 units, and 
1>6QQ tons of .inferred ore containing 1,600 units* In these estimates* 
no account is taken of entirely untested portions? of veins that may be 
found* Tiy future/ exploration, to contain additional tonnages perhaps) 
equal to the total cited*
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Location.

The Minerva district is near the Utah "border in White Pine County, 
Her** 45 miles southeast of Ely, which is on the standard gauge Uevada 
northern, Bailroad (fig* l)r Minerva, the mill and townsite of Tungsten 
Metals Corp., at an elevation of 5,800 feet, is 1 mile south of Shoshone 
Post Office in Spring Yalleyv and. is reached, by a level dirt road extend 
ing 15 miles from surfaced. IT* S^ Highway* 93» The minesr in the lower 
portion of the Snake Range at elevations of 6,300 to 7,500 feet, are 2 to 
5 miles from the mill.

History and production

Although -silver ore was discovered 'in 1869 at the Indian Silver mine, 
now included in the east portion of the Scheelite Chief vein, operations 
here and at Bromide Flat, east of the Hilltop vein, were not extensivet 
silver production was meagre, and the district was abandoned "by 1876.1/ 
Scheelite was found in the veins in 1915 "by C. S* Millick, A. (V Millick, 
and Jasper M* Toy, and mined on a small scale in 1916. The ITevada Scheelite 
Co* held the property in 1917* the Minerva Tungsten Co., in 1918** A. 150-ton 
mill* located "below the Chief miner was completed in 1918 shortly "before 

- collapse of the tungsten marketr Production for this period is unknown to 
the writer, "but is "believed to "be less than $100,000 worth of concentrate 
valued at the high prices then prevailing; Nevada "bullion tax records show 
production only in 1916, amounting to $7*651*^ Jbceept for a small-scale 

operation in 1922 , the property was idle- until 1936 when ^ungstext 
Corp., was organized* This company built the present 75-ton mill 

in, 1958* and has: developed the Scheelite Chiefr Silver Bell*. Orioler Vest 
Bverit* and Sast Iverit mines (fig* 2)* Production from these mines in 
the period 1937^-45 inclusive was 101,467* tons, yielding: 77,889 units of 
'¥03 sold for approximately $1,615,275 (see table 1). Elsewhere' in the dis 
trict, the Hilltopr Tony, Canary Yellow* and Zigzag: mines have yielded 
about 2,200 units, making a total district production of 8 2 ,.000 units*

fig* 1. Index map of, ttevada showing .location of the Minerva district*

2* Index map of the Minerva district showing principal veins and faults*

Table 1*. Production of tungsten ore and concentrates from mines of the 
Minerva district, JTev*, 1916-43*-

I/ Lincoln, F* CT*» Mining- districts and mineral resources Of Nevada: 
Nevada Newsletter Publishing Co. , Reno, p» 254, 1923.

Couch, B. P» , and Carpenter-* J^ A» r 3Tevadar a metal and mineral production! 
University of Nevada Bull^, Oeology and Mining Series £o* 38 ̂  p. 148,, 
1943. .



Tablet 1» Production of tungsten ore and concentrate from njines 
v of the Minerva di strict * ITev.

Tear

1918 
1918 
193T
1938
193? 

1941
1942

1943

Tungsten Metals Corp.i/
£on« of ore

191^ 
1,846^

; 14,355
19,617 
14*750 
10,160
19,867
15*718

103,504

UnitSi of WOs
19l5/ 

! l»846i/'

12,855
9,396 

10*617^ 
13,5992/
16,876
8,507

79.92S

Value

158^916^
206*039
146,21S 
196,090 
226,128Z/
428,008
253,878 .

$1,678,303

Klltop- minei/
Tons* of ore

1,126
450
   

1,576

Unita of WOy

1,677
429
-

. 2,106*

Value*

 

$36,800
11*46E

 

$48,262

if Data from Tungsten. Metals Corp* except where noted. Includes- production 
f rora Heyada Scheelite Co. (1916) and Minerva Tungsten Co* (1913).

%£ Data front Sho shone Mining Cou

Zf Talue front Fevada, tax records > University of JTevada Bull.. r G-eology and 
Mining Series ITo* 38,. p« 148, 1943*. Units; estimated front value > 
assuming a price of $40 a unit«* Tonnaga tased. on recovery of

Talus front Nevada tax records* op* cifr, , p. 148« Unit a eatimat ed. 
TmlTlef assuming a, price of $30 a unit. lonnage "based an recovery of 
1*0 percent

0 Units fron records of Tungsten Metals Corp.; value and tonnage from 
Uevada tax records* op« cit. ̂  p^ 148.

6/ Includes production, front re-treatnent of tailings^

?/ Includes: production from re-treatnent of tailings^ alscr 4,521 units of 
contained in, 2,082 tons of sline tailings sold for $18,243, net*



The writer,, assisted by Donald Wyant* mapped, most of the area during 
S months in the fall of 1940* and subsequently revised maps as development 
progressed in. the mines* In. 1942, Paul C. Bateman of the Survey assisted 
im underground mapping? in; 1943* Konrad B^ KrauskopfV aidedi by Hobert ?« 
Stopperr of the Survey* made a surface map of the Hilltop mine area*

Vork by the* Bureau of Mine®

In. the winter and spring of 194L* the United States; Bureau of Mines* 
dcre^drilled, 34 holes; totalling 6*93S feet on properties, of Tungsten Metals, 
Corp*r and located the ore mined since then* Again, in the fall of 1943,, 
the Bureau drilled, 8 holes totalling- 2,898 feet and located the westward 
continuation of the< ore body in the Silver Bell mine*. In each instance* 
plans for the drilling were laid out jointly by the writer and the project 
engineer,. 33*. W» Hewman in 1941 and B» W. G-eehan. in 1943, as part of a 
cooperative program of the Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines*
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Hegi.onal setting

The Snake Eange extends nearly 6O miles in a north-south direction. 
an<t risea to over lSrOQQ feet in elevation* It isr composed of (1) a great, 
thickness of Faleozoic sedimentary rocks: ranging from Cambrian through; 
Carboniferousr (2) a central intrusive mass of late Mesozoic granitic 
rock exposed in Snake Creek and south of Osceola, and (3) a volcanic 
capping at the south end of the range in the Murphy Was& area.* All the 
ore deposits? known to^ the writer occur in the Cambrian sedimentary rocka 
or ins the granitic- intrusive^ and none have yet been identified in the* 
higher Paleozoic section,, perhaps largely because: of the distance of the 
upper ro'cks from the intrusive to which the mineralization is probably 
related* Gold and tungsten* with minor amounts of lead andt silver, have 
been produced profitably in the range*. !Phe Minerva district with its 
tungsten production has first place in gross yield? the Osceola district 
with its gold and minor tungsten production has second placer and the 
Bib district, a former tungsten producer,, third place*

' The tungsten- occurrences1 in the range are in veina or stocfcworks 
with quartz: -or calcite* or both, as gangue. No deposits of the contact  
aetamorphic1 type have been found*. In general* either scheelite or



huebnerite or both occur in those deposits with quartzite or granitic 
wall rocks* but only scheelite occurs in the stratigraphically higher 
deposits with limestone wall rock*> Narrow pegmatitic veins with quartz* 
feldspar* beryl, and scheelite have been found in the granite west of the 
old Bonifa tungsten mine on Snake Greeks Minerva is the only tungsten 
district that made appreciable production between 1918 and 1944*- Perhaps 
six other districts in. the range were worked profitably at higher prices 
in 1916-18*

The sedimentary rocks on the west side of the Snake Range, from. 
Osceola south past Minerva to the mouth of Murphy Wash, from oldest to 
youngest are the Lower Cambrian Prospect Mountain quartzite and Pioche 
shaler a Middle Cambrian limestone perhaps 2,000 feet thick, a Middle or 
Ufcper Cambrian shale probably 300 to 1,000 feet thick, the Ordovician 
Pogonip limestone and Eureka quartzite,, and an overlying limestone which 
is perhaps also Ordovician^ The rocks exposed are successively younger 
from. Osceola southward; the Pioche shale appears at the mouth of Pole 
Creek 6 miles north of Minerva; the Pogonip limestone and Eureka quartzite 
are exposed south and east of Minerva* The veins at Minerva lie in the 
upper part of the Middle Cambrian limestone* so only this part of the 
stratigraphic section was studied in detail. Ho attempt was made to 
measure thicknesses outside 'of the mapped area.

Sedimentary rocks -

At Minerva, the section mapped consists of about. 1,000 feet of lime 
stone overlain by at least 200 feet of thin, platy limestone and shale* 
Faulting conceals the'true thickness of the shale, which may be as much as 
1,000 feet*. The normal sequence above the shale is absent* for the shale 
is faulted against the middle part of the cherty Pogonip limestone of 
Ordovician age,, probably many hundreds of feet above the base of the 
Eogonip* Below the Minerva section, massive, light- and dark-colored 
limestone "beds with a total thickness estimated at 1,000 to 1,500 feet 
extend downward to the Pioche shale and Prospect Mountain quartzite* This 
part of the section is well exposed on Mt* Washington, 5 miles north of 
Minerva; the saddle between Mt. Washington and Mtr Lincoln is cut in the 
shale at the top of the Cambrian section at Minerva.

On the map of Tungsten Metal* properties (fig* 3)* the Cambrian lime 
stone has: been divided on the basis of lithology into 3 major unit s: the 
^t^gper Mack: limestone** "Upper white limestone* 1* and "lower black lime 
stone* 11" On the map of the EU.ltop mine (fig* 4)> the lowest, of these - 
Totit&ft the "Lower black limestone* 11 has been divided, into 4 subunits* 
Although it is possible to choose major units that maintain rather con 
stant thicknesses over distances of miles* the small units mapped at 
Minerva are somewhat more variable. In the sequence of limestones that

Fig* 3* Geologic map of a portion of the Minerva district* 

* 4*. Surface map of the Hilltop mine, Minerva district.



make up the Middle Cambrian,, the units range from light to dark,, massive 
to thinr-bedded, dense to granular, not only down the dip but also along 
the strike of the beds* These lithologic variations are well illustrated 
by individual beds on the beautifully exposed west face of Mt* Washington,. 
north of Minerva* Tor an example front the Minerva district, the dense r 
massive unit mapped as "TTpper white limestone" has a thickness of SO feet 
at the Chief and Silver Bell mines, 180 feet in. the east part of the Ererit 
veinV 28O feet on the Weat Everit hill, and 180 feet at the Hilltop mine*

Iha following coloamnar section* starting, with the youngest rocks, 
ffujmnarizea the lithologic units used in mapping the Minerva district:

Cherty limestone

Shale

TJpper black limestone

white limestone

Lower black limestone

Thickness not determined, but certainly 
several thousands of feet* Fart of the 
Ordavician Fogonip* In fault contact 
with underlying shale*

Thickness at least 300 feet* perhaps 1,000* 
Thin* platy limestone beds with shale part 
ings in the lower portion,-argillaceous 
shale above*

Thickness 300 feet* Thin-bedded to flaggy, 
dark-gray limestone, gradational contact 
upward* Abundant stylolites present in 
drill cores of Silver Bell area*

Thickness 75 feet at Chief, mine, 180 feet at 
East Bverit,- 280 feet at Vest Bverit, 180 
feet at Hilltop* Massive, very fine-grained, 
light-gray limestone with pinkish cast* 
Contains a few tnin* lenticular beds of 
dark-gray limestone* Cliff forming* Marked 
at top by a distinctive bed of thinly banded* 
cross-bedded limestone 2 to 4 feet thick* a 
bed, that Is present throxighout the district 
and elsewhere in the range at this position 
and serves, as a. stratigraphic marker*

Thickness at least 300 feet* Dark-gray lime 
stone with some lighter beds; mottled, numerous 
algal beds*- Bedding indistinct to good* At 
tha Chief mine, 180 feet below the top of this 
txnit* is a 30-foot be& referred to as the 
"lower white limestone** lithologically 
similar to the "Tipper white limestone* 0 In the 
mapped area surrounding the Hilltop mine* 
rocka equivalent to the' "Lower black limestone" 
have been further subdivided into the follow-* 
ing- distinctive unitss "middle gray limestone," 
5O feet th^ck; "thin-bedded limestone," 40 feet 
thick; "lower gray limestone ̂  100 feet thick; 
"lower white limestone," over 50 feet thick, 
base not exposed.



Igneous rocks

Hhyorlite is the? only igneous rock, exposed in the Minerva district* 
It .occurs northwest of the Silver Bell mine in sills 2 to 20 feet thick 
near the "base of the shale? elsewhere it forms dikes as much: as 25 feet 
thick that follow *east-dipping fault a* The dikes are most abundant in a, 
zone across the center o£ the district extending front the Silver BeH mine 
to the Hilltop mine* They were intruded, after formation, of the scheelite 
veins* for they cut through the veins at the, portal of the 6,,900-foot level 
i» the IJast Bverit mine and at the Tony prospect, and elsewhere occupy post- 
mineral faults that offset the veins* The silicification and ironstaining 
along some of the faults is probably.related to the rhyolite* which may "be 
allied, ta the flaw rocks east of Murphy Wash at the sout& end of the Snake

Struct ure

The rocks and veins of the Minerva area are disrupted "by numerous 
faults that follow at least five different systems* Nearly all of these 
faults, even the low-angle ones, are normal faults; that is,, the hanging 
wall has dropped with respect to the footwall* The few that show reverse 
movement have relatively small displacements*

Most of the faults can. "be placed in. one of the following groups, 
listed from oldest to* youngest t

1*. Faults- now-, occupied "by quartz veins that strike fi** 70^ W*/ 
to Ik 70° SU and dip 40<* to 70a IT* Although the hanging wall 
appears to have moved downward 30 to 75 feet, the true ,displace»- 
ment cannot "be determined, and the apparent displacement cannot 
always? "be differentiated from: post-mineral movement along the 

(groups 4)*

that strikes north,, dip front 75°- S» tra 75® 
and have displacements up to 20 feet*

& Faults that strike JL 15° V. to- JT* 30a K , dip 13a to 
60° S* r and have displacements up to hundreds of feet*

£* Faults? that strike east,, dip 45°* ta 60° $*«-* and frequently 
follow vein segment s., Displacements are up to 50 feet*.

that strike norti^ an4 dip 45a ta 705s ft, 
placements, are up to 200 feet. Faults of this group are abundant 
at the front of the range? west of the Sverit vein>. and also on, 
the Zigzag claim*

The quarts veins occupy the oldest fault structures* and, have "been 
offset "by most of the otners^ Jt few steep faults, that cut across the vein 
structures are also pre-mineral* but tfrey nave had only small displacements



of probably not more than a few feet* and have only locally affected ore 
 deposition* Most of the faults are post-mineral r demonstrated "by the lack 
of quart £ and scheelite in them* and "by the disruption of formerly con 
tinuous ore shoots*

True displacements on all the faults except the oldest can usually "be 
determined from the offsets* of veins, and stratigraphies units* It is essen 
tial to know the true displacement of veins*. rather than the horizontal off 
set^ to find continuations of ore shoots* The displacements on some of the* 
larger faults* such as the Everit fault* change along the stride and dip 
'because? of the cumulative effect of subsidiary faults in, the footwall*

Mast of the faulta are well exposed at the surface* The low-angle? 
fault » have topographic expression, for they repeat the massive * cliff  
forming "Upper white? limestone?.1* the faulta lie at the tops: of 'cliffs* and. 
front a distance resemble "bedding*, which is much less apparent* All the 
faults: contain calcite veins or cemented- "breccia* from an inch to 6 feet or 
more in width* Some contain reddish-stained material, usually calcareous, 
"but sometimes siliceous? the siliceous material* which is very fine-grained 
'and "bears no resemblance to the quartz veins* is thought to "be associated
with the rhyolite*   t

Structure contours, can "be drawn with fair accuracy from the surface 
exposures* of those- faults that dip east at angles of 50° or less* The con 
tours are curved* not straight r and in some instances appear to "be "folded** 
with 1rfold axes"" trending east* The Bverit fault is a good examplet it 
dips 13° B* where it offsets the Bverit vein, and steepens; to 45° within, 
500 feet north and south of the vein; the dip of the fault at the vein inter 
section persists for at least 500 feet downward into the Bast Bverit mine. 
The curves in the faults probably represent the original fracture pattern* 
rather than subsequent folding, for the limestone? beds are not similarly

ILL the* mapped areas r the bedding in, the limestone strikes north ta 
northwest and dips 12° to 45® SV* Folding within the different -fault "blocks! 
is not pronounced* the attitudes within individual blocks being essentially" 
similar* The exception to this generalization is outside the detailed map 
areas on the Zigzag and Calico claims, between the Vest Bverit and Hilltop 
mines* On parts of these claims*, and for half a mile northward, the beds 
have been folded, and complexly faulted so that most of the beds dip to the 
east*

The contact "Between the ̂ U^pex* black limestone* and overlying shale,? 
in several exposures between, the Chieif and Bverit veins* is marked by a red» 
ailicified breccia 5 to 50 feet thick with limestone fragments up to 6 
inches in size* One of the best exposures, north of the east limit of the 
Oriole veitt» contains abundant fragments of vein quartz* Although this 
breccia is not yet 'adequately explained* it may represent an old bedding 
fault of unknown magnitude, perhaps one of the- oldest faults in the district 

exposures of this contact are very poor except in these silicified areas



ORE DEPOSITS 

Efcfcent and thickness of veins

Scheelite ore shoot a occur in seven roughly parallel, quartz; veins 
occupying normal faults that strike east,, dip 45°* to 70° F* * and are spaced 
at! intervals of approximately half a mile* The Chief Extension* Scheelite 
G&fef» Oriole* Ever it /Lone Buck* and Canary Yellow* veins are shown on 
figure S* the Hilltop and. Tony veins*. which, lie farther north* om figure 4»

quarts veins range in width frost a few inches to 30 feet,, and in 
length, from 1,000 to 4*000 feet. The quartz- changes in thickness wit hi a 
short distances along strike- or dip*, and is in places distributed in a 
series of closely spaced,, parallel fractures with horses of limestone* The 
vein, outcrops are limited on the west by alluvium,, and on the east "by allu 
vium and shale through which the veins do not penetrate,, Ho major veins 
have "been found on the surface at stratigraphic horizons above the shale? 
it may be possible to follow the veins underground eastward beneath the 
shale capping*.

The Chief vein, has been traced for 550 feet west from the portal of 
the main adit* but none of the other veins have been explored beneath the 
alluvium* IVontal faults defining the range probably lie only a short, dis 
tance west of the foothills;, the possibility of discovering large segments 
of veins buried beneath the alluvium^ seems remote*,

Mineralogy and grade of ore  , -.

The veins consist mainly of quartz and calcite with some scheelite and* 
in> spots,, traces of tetrahedriter galena* silver haloids* powellite, and 
cuprodescloisite* The scheelite concentrates are reported to contain am 
much as 4 ounces of silver to the ton, but this represents a high concenr* 
tration ratio* The scarcity of associated, minerals is indicated by the 
purity of the concentrates, which, contain; only traces of phosphorus* sulfur* 
ansl ar/senic> and very little) copger and molybdenum*, -

The quartz in -the veins is white or tinged with greenish-yellowy 
coarsely crystalline* and usually massive, although a few small vugs cam 
occasionally be found* The carbonate in the veins and faults ranges in 
color* from white through flesh-color to light reddish, brownv suggesting 
several carbonate minerals, although, calcite is dominant* The scheelite 
commonly occurs in coarse? cleavages distributed through; the ojuartz? or alined 
along fractures in the quartz^ In some parts of* the veins* notably in 
<3tiaLd mine and Tony prospect* the sclteelite is distributed in very fin® 
grains*

grade of material mined in substantial quantities has ranged front 
percent or more of ¥03 down to O.S percent* Iioca£ concentrations have 

contained as much as 10 or 20 percent of WOs* All the ore milled by Tungsten 
petals Corpfe to the end of 1943 yielded an average of 0.76 units per ton, 
suggesting that the ore contained between 0» 9s and 1*0 percent of
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Ora shoots

The tungsten ore occursi in shoots of limited vertical extent "tut with 
remarkable lateral continuity,, which is disrupted by post-mineral faulting. 
The quartz veins are nearly barren outside of the shoots* which occupy only 
a small part of the veins* The ore shoots rake westward roughly parallel 
to the "bedding- in adjacent limestone, and frequently lie on the foot wall 
side of the vein; the widest ore stopped is about 10. feet*, although, the vein 
in which the ore occurs may be 30 to 30 feet wide* In the smaller veins* 
ore shoots as narrow as 1 to 3 feet have been stoped*

Sach of the main veins worked appears- to have a single main ore shoot* 
although the Sverit vein contains remnants of an upper ore shoot, add both 
it and the Chief vein .may yet prove to contain lower shoots in portions that 
have never been prospected* In the East, Everit mine, the main shoot waa 
mined for 80 to 130 feet along the dip of the vein,, and for a pitch length, 
of 650 feet; extensions to the east have not yet been found, but an exten 
sion to the west is known to continue another 240 to 400 feet, possibly more*, 
In the Chief mine, the ore shoot has been mined for 80 to 140 feet along 
the dipr and for a pitch length of 900 fee't* Mine development may ultimately 
prove that the ore shoots before faulting were essentially continuous through 
.most of the length of these veins*, Little- is known about the ore shoots in 
other veins of the district, for they have not been extensively explored^

The main ore bodies in the Chief * Everit* Canary Yellow,. Zigzag* and 
Hilltop mines occur at about the same stratigraphic horizon in the "Upper* 
white limestone.."' The upper stope in the Vest Everit mine, and the surface 
stope in the East Everit mine east of the Bverit fault r both lie higher*     . 
stratigraphically in.the "Upper blacjc limestone. * The ore shoot in the 
Silver Bell mine also lies at a higher horizon* but appears to rake downward 
to Join the shoot in the Chief mine*

The walls of the veins are frozen to the limestone in most instances* 
and post-mineral surfaces of breakage lie within the veins*. The wall racks 
are unaltered regardless of the presence or absence of ore in the adjoining^ 
vein*

The occurrence of ore shoots and the brecciation in them show that the 
veins were formed by successive introductions of minerals,, and that the ore 
bodies were probably deposited in more porous portions of the veins* The. 
fflassiveness of the "Tapper white limestone1* appear® responsible for condi 
tions favorable to scheelite mineralization* Perhaps slight changes in dip 
of* veins where they cross limestone beds of different competence permitted 
development of crushed zones within the quartz r zones formed by continuous 
shearing along the vein* It this explanation be true r then other ore 
shoots may be discovered at greater depths in the vein wherever similar 
conditions prevail*



MUSES

The veins in, the Minerva district known to contain tungsten ore are 
held "by Tungsten Metals Corp*, Calico Tungsten Co. r or Shoshone Mining Co 
Of the many claims in the district» only seven are patented, all part of 
the Tungsten Metals group* Companies formerly active on some of these 
ertiea include Nevada Scheelite Co* (1916-17) (not to be confused with a 
different company which has operated under this name- at Rawhide* Fev*-)* 
Minerva Tungsten Co* (1918), Few Deal Leasing Co* (1940-41), Scheelite 
Leasing Co* (1941), and Virdot Development Co* (1941-42). These companies 
have all disbanded*

tungsten Metals Corp.

Tungsten Metals? Corp* owns the southern five of the seven knownVeins 
in the district* In addition to the seven patented claims (surveys 4485-A* 
4486, and 4487) shown on the map (figf 3) r the group includes about 40 ' 
unpatented claims* tungsten Metals Corp* also owns a 75-ton mill at Minerva* 
Custom ore from other properties has been accepted at this mill where all 
ore mined in the district since 1938 has been treated.

Scheelite Chief mine

The Scheelite Chief mine (see figs* 5 to 8) is in two major segments 
of the Chief vein, separated by the Chief fault* Both segments are developed 
from the 6,316-foot level, an adit 1,530 feet long* The west segment has 
three upper adits now largely stoped, a shaft near the portal of the main 
adit* and twa short lower levels from the shaft* The east segment has a* 
winze 30 feet deep below stope 1, with a sublevel front the bottom, west to 
the Chief fault*

The west segment has been stoped from the portal of the adit, to the 
Chief fault* Two small blocks of ore probably still remain west of the 
fault that terminates the. 6»246~ and 6,376-foot levels* Of seven holes; 
drilled beneath the alluvium, only one r 550 feet west of the mine, found 
ore* The ore shoot in the intervening area may have been eroded away*

The east segment has been stoped above the main level for a length, of 
260 feet, and the level has been extended another 340 feet beneath the 
shoot* The quartz vein below the shoot is narrower, ranging from half a 
foot to 4 feet* and contains sporadic traces of scheelite*.

Fig* 5* Map and vertical projection of the Scheelite Chief vein*

Fig* 6* Scheelite Chief mine, composite map*

Fig* 7* Scheelite Chief miner vertical projection of west workings*

Fig* 8* Scheelite Chief mine, vertical projection of east workings*
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Silver Bell mine

The Silver Bell mine (see figs* 9 and. 10), in the east portion, of the 
Chief vein* is worked to the fourth level through a shaft 365 feet deep on 
the incline (238 feet vertically)* A winze, 84 feet on the incline* connects 
the fourth, level with a short fifth level at a point 300 feet west of the 
shaft* The total level workings* largely* concentrated on the third and 
fourth levels* amount to nearly 1,200 feet of drifts and crosscuts* Ore was 
atoped above the third level for a length of 14Q feet* a width of S to 5 feet, 
arr^ a height of 60 feet along the dip* A. faulted westward extension, of this 
ore body was being worked from the fifth level in October 1944* Possible 
extensions eastward beyond the shaft havat never been investigated either by 
drilling or drifting* and should be sought by extending the third level east 
through the various fault segments*.

* 
Oriole mine

The Oriole vein is the least developed of the major veins in the dis  . 
trict* It is opened at the west end in the Oriole mine by two short adits 
*at a vertical interval of 80 feet (see figs* 11 and 12). The ore stoped 
consisted of very fine-grained scheelite in quartz, and averaged only 0.4 
percent of W03* The width of ore ranged from L-l/2 to 5 feet* The stopes 
mined are in offset segments of a single ore shoot, which could probably be 
readily followed eastward by extending the upper adiW

The outcrop of the vein is mostly barren except for some coarsely 
crystalline scheelite on the crest of the hill above the mine» x and for low- 
grade mineralization in the first segment east of Chief Canyon*. The only 
exploration east of the mine is by three shallow drill holes in two fault 
segments east of the canyon* Although the vein is not as strong at the sur-* 
face as the Chief or Everit veinsr it shows impressive: widths of quartz* and 
might be productive in the fature*

tfest Sverit mind

tfbrleings in the West Everit mine consist of two adits* a sublevel above 
thempper adit, two stopes, and several connecting raises (see figs* 14 to

Fig* 9* Silver Bell mine, composite map*

fig* 10* Silver Bell mine* vertical projection*

11. Oriole, mine* composite map*

12* Oriole mine* vertical projection*

fig* 14* Tfest Bverit mine* composite map*

Jig» 15* West. Sverit mine, vertical projection*i '
fig* 16* West Uverit mine* section along 11,350 B*



An adit 50 feet long on the west face of the hill dates from 1917.. Twa 
small ore "bodies have "been mined* "both of excellent grader one'on the crest 
of the hillr the other in the lower adit* Both ore "bodies are in the hang-* 
ing wall of the West Everit fault* and are cut off by it* The upper ore 
shoot is a remnant r former extensions of which have "been eroded away* The 
lower ore shoot* however r might have extensions: "below the Vest Everit fault* 
In spite of several hundred feet of exploratory work front the 6*80G-fbot 
level r the vein was not located* The work seems to have disproved the - 
existence of any segment of appreciable size in the footwall o£* fault ^j^V 
which is parallel to the vein* The segment of vein exposed on the west side 
of the hill at 11,300 E*,. 9*400 tt* is pro"ba"bly the same Ever it vein and, ore 
may "be found in it below* the 6 f 800-foot level*

The West Ever it veia zone ranges int widtk front 5 to 50 feet, the vei» 
"branching1 into several parts; with included, layers of limestone* The maxi 
mum5 width of continuous quartz: is 25 feet* Wherever drifts lie in the main, 
vein* th6 full width of quartz is not exposed; so scheelite ore "bodies may 
"be missed by failure to crosscut..

The only ore remaining in the mine is between the upper stope and the 
West Everit fault in a fault sliver estimated to contain 1,200 tons* The 
fault segments west of the mine are too little known to permit any infer 
ence as to quantity of ore* Because of extreme faulting, the vein westward; 
beneath, the alluviw probably does not justify underground exploration*

The main development in the East Everit mine is from an adit 1*735 feet 
long at an elevation of 7,050 feet (see figs* 13 and 17-20 )* A raise con 
nects with the surface from a point 1,085 feet inside the portal. A shorter 
adit** 150 feet lower,, is used, for ore transf er* and also for development of 
another fault segment-

Two ore shoots? have been, mined*, probably correlatives of the two in. 
the West Everit mine* The upper ore shoot is eroded away except for a smalX 
segment stoped at the surface above the Everit fault*. The lower shoot 
 crogped -out only west of the Everit fault, but has been stoped most exten~ 
sively east of the fault *- Although drill hole 8 and the westernmost stope 
in the mine (that from the 6* 900-foot level) yielded ore containing only 
about 0*5 percent of WOg*. the ground has not been sufficiently tested to 
prove the absence of better ore* An, adjoining segment of vein, that crops 
out south; of the portal of the 6*9QO~foat level i* untested*

13* Map and vertical projection* of the Everit vein*
Pig* 17% East Everit mine*, composite map*,
Pig* 18* East Everit mine, vertical projection*
Jig*. 19* East Everit mine* map of east extension*

20* East Everit mine* section, along 14,674 3fc



The portion of the vein* intersected near the'facer of the 7rG5&-foot 
level (at 14t10G!U) contains? low-grade scheelite-bearing: material at that 
point* bat has not been explored upward to the surface,, which ia masked 
by debris* Beyond the face* five holes drilled from the surface in 1943 
found no ore* but proved that the ore horizon liea considerably lower in 
tills fault block* The thickness of quartz and the presence of scheelite 
in> this part of the vein are encouraging: for the eventual discovery of an 
ore shoot at greater depth*

The small vein that Xlesi 150 feet north of the Bverit vein contains 
several exposures of narrow but high-grade scheelite ore* One outcrop (at 
13,150 E*) was mined in an open cut* Drill hole 2 (at 13,240 E») inter  
seeted 5 inches; of vein that assayed 7.53 percent of WQg* High-grade ore 
8 inches wide has not been touched in an exposure at the east end of the 
vein (at 13,580 35*)% The widths and tonnages available are unfavorable for 
company exploration, but the grader of ore might make portions of the vein 
attractive ta a lessee*-

lione Back vein

The Lone Buck vein, entirely unexplored, crops out for a length of 
1,200 feet and ranges- in, width from a few inches to 4 feet*> Two channel - 
samples cut by the Boreau of Mines in 1941 indicate a block of ore: (between. 
14,200 3T* and 14,260 E») 60 feet long, 1*8 feet wide, and averaging 1,74 
percent of WOg? indicated ore along the rake west to the nearest fault 
amounts to 220 tons* The vein showa little promise of productivity, for 
the only ore exposed is in this block* which, is a small and inaccessible 
remnant of a shoot*

The Calico Tungsten. Co** a partnership between Hadley &' » Bramel and 
Stanley 3?eitler* owns three unpatented claims on a single vein; the Canary 
Yellow* Calico* and Zigzag* claims* Except for surface cuts*> work has been 
concentrated at the Canary Yellow mine*

\
Canary Yellow mine

The Canary Yellow mine is developed by an 85-foot crosscut adit with 
a- 110-foot drift oa the vein* and a raise to the surface 85 feet above 
(see fig* 21)* The vein, in the drift shows 1 to 1-1/2 feet of ore contain 
ing; more than 1 percent of Wjj for a drift; length of 6O feet*. On the sur 
face directly over the portal of the adit* Bramel and Feitler sampled the 
vein, at 10-foot intervals for a length of 130 feet over widths of 1-1/2 ta 
6 feet» and obtained assays, ranging from 0*39 to 4*20 percent of WOs* average 
f.ng more than 1.0 percent* Stom the raise* 37 1/2 tons milled by Tungsten 
Metals Corp* yielded only 27 units of VOg* an average of 0*72 unit per ton*

* 21* Canary Yellow- mine* map and projection of workings*
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Although, the ore in. the drift and raise is poorer than that at the surface, 
better ore may lie west of the workings if the surface body is part of a 
shoot that rakes westward*. The ore in. the drift may may represent a lower 
shoot* with this interpretation, the upper shoot, with an average width 
of 2 feet* is estimated to contain 400 tons of indicated ore that will 
average more than 1*0 percent of WOg; the lower shoot, 1-1/2 feet wide and 
averaging 1*0 percent* may contain, at least 600 tons of inferred, ore if it 
continues 260 feet along: the rake ta the faults limiting this segment of 
vein. Fa estimate can. be made of the possibilities of the? vein eastward, 
for the vein, is unexplored and ore is not exposed at the surface* although 
the vein croppings continue 1*000 feet east of the mine*

Calico claims^

Zigzag and Calico claims lie on the west end of the same vein, as 
the Canary Tellow mine, but are separated from it by half a mile of alluvial 
cover* The vein on these claims, faulted even more than, is normal to the 
district, is broken into fragments 20 to 300 feet long, some of which con 
tain ore at the surface. The only workings are a few open cuts from which 
Bramel and Feitler mined 18 tons of ore that yielded 20 units of WOg* The 
width of vein ranges from 1 to 4 feet. Inasmuch- as ore at ths surface has 
not been profitable to mine because of the small size of fault segments, it 
is doubtful if ore present in other segments but not exposed can be mined 
profitably unless the price of tungsten exceeds $30 a. unit*.

Shoshone Mining Co.

The Sho shone Mining Co,, a partnership among A. <!  O'Connell, WV L* 
Trent* JV. 3T* Brinton, and Horace Bath,- owns the Hilltop-group of six un~ 
patented, claims known as the Hilltop,: Tony* Tony tfo* 1, Tony Ho* 2, Tony 
Ufa* 3* and Tony Hb* 4* The elates were operated in 1940-41 by the ttew Deal 
leasing do** in 1941 by the Scheelite Leasing Co. > and in 1942 by the 
¥irdot Development Co* The Tony prospect'was operated by Tungsten Metal* 
Corp* for a short time in 1940-41* Most of the production has come from 
th& Hilltop mine* which, yielded at least 2,106 units of WOjy*

Hilltop mine- 

The Hilltop mine is developed by a main adit at an elevation of 7,066 
feet* by a short adit at 7,120 feet* and by several open cuts (see figs* 4* 
22* and 23)* The 7,066-foot level has about 650 feet of drifts and cross- 
cutst three stopes, and three raises ta the? surface* This level is connect 
ed with an ore bin. at the end of the road* 600 feet lower,, by & single 
span* jig-back aerial tram 1,150 feet long*

Fig* 4* Surface map of the Hilltop mine*

lig* 20« Hap and- vertical projection of the Hilltop mine*

21g. 23* Hilltop vein, map of main level with section*



The Hilltop vein ±9 narrow* witi* surface widths of 1/3 to 3 feet* lit 
tiie stope east of the crosscut adit* the1 vein flattened and, widened to 8 
feet of good ore "between the level and the surface 35 feet abo-ve* Neither 
the drift level with 1-1/3 feet of quarts nor the surface with 1 foot of 
quarts gave any indication of the intervening wide ore "body* The stopes west 
of the adit were narrow* the ore "being a foot or less; in width, although of 
high grade*

Bardly any ore remains in sight* although a few tons could atill "be 
underhanded beneath, the level and stopes*. She raise at the east end of the 
workings has some ore in the roof? so there may be ore in the 50 feet of un- 
explored ground up to the surface* The largest block, of potential ore is 
in the vein segment beyond the west face of the 7,066-foot level* beneath 
the upper adit* All told* perhaps 1,000 tons of 1 to Z percent ore might 
Be found in. these untested blocks with very little additional exploration.

Tony prospect

The Tony prospect is explored "by a 225-*f oot adit* a raise to the sur 
face, and several surface pits* The vein strikes north and dips east* and 
is in this respect unique among the tungsten-tearing veins of the -district* 
The vein outcrop extends for nearly 200 feet along the strike? continuations 
of the same vein^fault to the nortfc and south, contain no quartz' or scheelite* 
although calcite filling*, common to post-mineral faults of the district,, is 
present* Scheelite mineralization for widths of 1 to 3 fee.t extends for 
about 100 feet on the surface, but no comparable mineralization, is present 
in. the adit* The sche elite is extremely fine-grained. Only 32.5 units of 
WQ& was recovered from 159 tons of ore milled in 1941 * a yield of about 0.2 
percent* ffo commercial ore is now exposed*, and only a few tons that contain 
G*2 to 0*5 percent are visible*.

Two narrow veins on. Tony ffo*. 3 claim; west of the section corner contain 
a few crystals of coarse scheelite* "but the exposures are not encouraging 

to warrant exploration*

The mines of the Minerva district rarely have more than a few tons- of 
measured orer and seldom have more than a few thousand tons of indicated 
ore* As in many other tungsten mines, indicated* not measured* ore is mined. 
Consequently* an estimate of ore reserves must be primarily an interpreta 
tion of unexplored areas based on past experience* The writer "believes that 
the total reached in the* following tabulation is conservative* and less than, 
the expectable fixture production of the district* Individual "blocks in 
ferred* however* may vary materially from the estimate given.

The structural complexity of the ore "bodies necessitates considerable 
dead work in exploration. Development in the mines has never "been far enough 
ahead to permit continuous milling at capacity* In the 6 years from 1938 
to I943» the tonnage produced annually ranged from 10,16G to 19,867, and.



never approached the mill capacity of 27V OOG tons* The added mining and 
milling- cost involved in operating at capacity would be slight* and the 
net profit from such operation would "be much greater.*

Under operating conditions in 1943, the grade of ore mined (yield of 
0*54 percent of VO^) was the minimum that could "be handled profitably at a 
market price of $30 a unit* Ore that would mill out at 0*75 percent (the 
average yield from past production) presumably could have "been worked at 
$21*00 a unit., The cost of production in both instances could "be reduced 
substantially "by operating* the mines at capacity*

She district reserves are summarized "by mines in table* 0* The reserve 
figures are broken down into blocks within individual mines in table 3* The 
only measured ore is blocked out in the east workings of the* Chief mine by 
a winze* subXevel* and raise*- The indicated ore ia in blocks that have been. 
tested by drill holes or partially explored by drifts' and raises* The in 
ferred ore* which constitutes the bulk of the reserve* is inferred largely 
on geologic evidence as to continuity of ore shoots. Estimates of grade are 
based mainly on the yield from ore mined in the past*.

In addition to the estimates enumerated* it is expected that future 
prospecting will discover other ore bodies in the Oriole vein* unexplored 
for 2,600 feet east of the Oriole miner and in the Chief vein, which extends 
at least 400 feet east of the Silver Bell shaft. Although these areas have 
not yet been tested by drilling or underground, workings, they probably con 
tain ore bodies similar to those mined elsewhere in the veins, where produc 
tion, has amounted to about 23 tons per foot of vein explored along the 
strike* This additional tonnage might be on, the order of 70,000 tona 
averaging 0*8 percent of

Table 2* Summary by mines of ore. reserves la the Minerva district*

Table 3« Reserves within, mines at the Minerva district* distributed into 
ore blacks*



(Cable 2* Summary-* by mines*, of ore reserves, in. the Minerva district*
December 1, 1943.

Ore commercial under present conditions 

0-5 percent WOg or higher*

ffcheelite Chief***

Silver Bell***

East Everife

Vest Everit

Lone Buck

Canary Yellow

Hilltop

Measurable
Ions

1,200

1,200

Units

900

900

Indicated
Tons

6,200

4,540

4,400

200

400

15,760

Units

4,590

4,540

2,200

375

400

12,105

Inferred*
Tons

17,000

18,300

2*400

1,200

600

1.000
40,500

Units

12,000

15,975

1,920

1,200

600

1.000
32,695

Inferred**
'Sons

i5,ooa

,

15,000

-Units

11^00

11,100

Ore: maryginal Tinder "present conditions 

Gfrade less than 0*5 percent

East Iverit 

Oriole

Indicated
Tons Units

5,200

9,000

0,080

1,520
3,600

* Inferred with reasonable assurance on basis of nearby workings *
** Inferred by geologic reasoning, unconfirmed by workings in the

immediate vicinity* 
*** Heserves partially depleted between; December 1* 1943 (the date of*

this estimate) and May 1945* Most of the ore mined in this period: 
was from the Silver Bell mine, some front the Scheelite Chief mine*
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UTaole 3. Reserves within^ mines of the Minerva district*
ore "blocks-. December 1» 1945., *

Location

Mine

Scheelite Chief*

Stopper Bell*

-

Oriole '

West Everit

East Everit

Lone Buck

Canary Tellovr

Etlltop

Block

G-S
, CM*c-a

0^9
CMQ
C ll

C-l
0-3
O-»3
C-4

0-1
0-2

JF-7

B-l
15-2
E-3
jf-4
* &
Er*6

TTidth
in 

feet

3
3
2.5
&

3-7
5

6.5
4
6*5
5

2.5
2.5

3

5
5
5
5
5
5

'  

1.8

2.0
1*5

1.5

Measurable ore

Tons

. « 
 > »
* »

1,200
* *
 ^ *

1*300

**
'   .

^ .
  .

. ,

..  

...

. ^

. .

. »

»«.
* »

^.

  *
« .

*  "

4
. *

, ,, «,
* » 

0.75
* 9*-

»»

*  >

» »

..

. .

  *

  *

r*

»r
* *
.«
* «
r *

M.

..

* »

...

.^

Units

..

.»
*»
900

  ..
» »

900

«. *
** .
* *
. .

. » 
» .

   *

^*
. -
. .
.-
* *

*  ^^

i .«

«..
* 

..

Indicated ore

Tons

1,200
i »*

»*
..

5,000
  *- .

6,000

3,500
1,040

» »
  ».

4,540

1,000
2,800

3,800

  V

 " f

4,400
1,800
3,400

! »  
*   

9*600

f 220

400
. *

~

#
0.7
»  *

«*

.»

0.75
* *

1.0
1.0
»»
. f'

0.4
0.4

.-

* V

0.5
0..4
0.4
» *.
« »

1.74

1.0
.. .

-

Units

840
«.
»«
*r

3^750
» »

4,590

3,500
1,040

  «
. .

4,540

400
1,120

1,520

..

. .
2,200

720
1,360

»>
: .*

4,280

375

400
.. *

: ^

Inferred ore

UTonst

'. .
700
300
.«
.*

16,000

17,000

.-.

.* 
' 9,000

9,300

18,300

  .
  »

1,200

3,000
. .
.» 
.«

2^400
12,000

17^400

  . ^

. .
, 600

1,000

4
, »,..»
o.a
0.8
r  «.

 > K

0*7

  » *
f .«
1.0
0.75

».
.»

1.0

0.5
..
.*- -
» 

0*8
o.a

..
1.0

1*0

^r
»..
560
240
«,
-*

11 » 200

12*000
.-*

; . .- 
9,000
6,975

15,975.

.«
».

.

1*200

«*  *
:" ' «#  

^«
1*920
9^0O«

13,020

' " *«

.»
600

l^QOd

# Beserves partially depleted "between, Decemoer 1* 194S (the date af 
estimate) and May 1945* Most of the ore mine<i in this period was 
from the Silver Bell mine, some front the Scheelite Chief

Inferred "by geologic reasoning,, ttnconfirmed, by workingff in the immediate* 
vicinity.
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